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Strategic Planning at SLCThe Spiritual Life Center has a rich history of continued renewal,

refresh and learning.  One way this process continues is through the work of the board and

its staff.  At the end of last year’s board term, we kicked off a process of strategic planning

and visioning.  It is important for organizations; especially non-profits to continually

evaluate and set forward plans and approaches to maximize the impact to the community,

use wisely the limited resources (time, talent and treasure) of the community, ensure they

stay true to their mission and are positioned for longevity.  

 

Over the last few months, a team made up of board members, staff and the broader

community gathered for a series of meetings and working sessions to evaluate and draft a

strategic plan.  The process we chose to follow is a two phase process.   We are just finishing

phase 1.   This includes a draft of revisions to the Mission, Vision and Values statement. 

 These drafts were presented to the Board on October 10th and will be reviewed with the

broader community at the upcoming community meeting on November 14th.  (More

information to follow.)We look forward to sharing the progress of this phase with you.  

 

As a preview of our next steps, the phase two steps include the details of the plan.  It is

during this phase that we get to put actions and outcomes in place to achieve the plans. 

We will use committee meetings and board meetings to complete phase 2.  

 

This is an exciting time and we look forward to sharing our progress with you!

 

An update from Marianne Policastro,

SLC Chair Strategic Planning Committee

Photos by Andree Grafstein



NEWS FROM THE INTERNSHIP CLASS OF 2020
B Y  T H E  I N T E R N S H I P  T E A M  M E M B E R S
 
O S C A R  B R O C K M E Y E R
A N D R E E  G R A F S T E I N
J U D Y  P L U T A

Year 2 of the Internship Program is well underway! 

In this Fall Semester interns are exploring a Unit on

Discernment and a Unit on Spiritual Traditions.

The Discernment Unit offers many tools for both

individual and communal discernment drawn from

the Ignatian and Quaker Traditions.  

 

Each intern is working with a discernment question

of their own, using the tools they are learning.  Soon

interns will begin a 6 month discernment process

around an issue of justice using the Experience

Cycle.  The Experience Cycle was developed as a

contemplative discernment tool by a team of

spiritual directors in NY in the 1990’s.  The

Experience Cycle invites us to reflect on a structure

that we participate in (civic, church, workplace,

etc.) and to pray and reflect on an issue of justice

within this structure to discover what Spirit might

be inviting us to do or to be within the structure.  

This discernment process unfolds in 5

phases over a 6 month period of time.  By

participating in the Experience Cycle Interns

pray, reflect and discern their involvement

in the structure.  

 

The Spiritual Traditions Unit will explore

Belief and Faith, the ways spiritual traditions

are structured (from dogmatic and

evangelical to cosmic and eclectic in

approach), and will seek wisdom for the

ministry of spiritual companioning from the

following traditions:  Jewish, Franciscan,

Protestant, Ignatian, Carmelite, Mindfulness,

Earth Based and Atheism.  The Fall

Semester promises to be enriching and

engaging!



SPIRITUAL DIRECTION INTERNSHIP NEW CLASS BEGINS SEPTEMBER 2020
Are you wondering about the two-year training program in Spiritual Companionship/Direction?
 
Do you wonder if it might be for you?  
 
Are you currently a spiritual companion who accompanies a directee who has expressed an interest in
the Internship or whom you sense has gifts for companioning?  
 
This Open House gathering will offer an overview of the program and will offer the opportunity to ask
questions.
The Internship Team, Oscar Brockmeyer, Andree Grafstein and Judy Pluta will be hosting the Open
House on Tuesday January 28, 2020 (snow date Thursday January 30) at 7pm in the Anam Cara
Room at the Spiritual Life Center.  
 
All who have an interest in the Internship are welcome to attend.  
 
To register for the Open House click here.  
You can also download an application for the Internship Program by clicking here.  
 
Feel welcome to contact Andree Grafstein with any questions at 860-559-7773.

OPEN HOUSE

https://spiritlifectr.org/open-house-internship-in-spiritual-direction


Meditation on The Grand Tetons
By Lisa Hudkins

Contemplating these majestic mountains looming above me at 13, 770 feet, going up and beyond my
visual horizon, I am feeling that I am but a small speck on the horizon compared to this colossal
creation. I am filled with a deep respect and joy for this planet that I am privileged to call home.

 
Metamorphic wonder, snowcapped peaks even in summer. Treacherous to look upon, yet a

pilgrimage for those who dare to climb them.
 

“Tweeinot”, or many pinnacles as our Native American tribe, the Shoshone first called them. Now
over 100 million years old, these Grand Tetons have created a pristine ecosystem with the same

species of flora and fauna that has existed since prehistoric times.
 

These obsidian streaked mountains have caused me to ponder in awe of their existence. How can I
not thank the Creator of our Universe for these imposing regal mountaintops placed here for my

enjoyment? I am grateful for stopping to take a long, loving look and to acknowledge their beauty
reminding me that these royal summits should be honored as being a monumental part of creation.

 
As I journey back to my every day existence, may I be reminded from time to time that beauty does

exist all around me. That sometimes we need to look up to find it.



CAMILLA  DONAHUE  HYNES
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Trust in God.

Confident trust in God.

I desire to trust.

I pray to trust.

Do I trust?

Do I trust only what I can control?

Do I trust only what I think I can control?

 

Trust that God will take care of  human

beings forced to migrate, 

human beings who are trafficked, abused,

exploited, tortured, imprisoned, hungry,

homeless, alone.

 

The Vulnerable.

God is vulnerable.

God is Present with and in the vulnerable.

I trust in God’s Presence.

TRUST

Sister Maryann Mueller



phot0 by Reverend Jack Shackles
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 by M

ary O
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Every year we have been

witness to it: how the

world descends

into a rich mash, in order that

it may resume.

And therefore

who would cry out

to the petals on the ground

to stay,

knowing, as we must,

how the vivacity of what was is

married

to the vitality of what will be?

I don’t say

it’s easy, but

what else will do

if the love one claims to have

for the world

be true?

So let us go on

though the sun be swinging

east,and the ponds be cold and

black,

and the sweets of the year be

doomed.

Lines Written in the Days of Growing Darkness

https://www.nytimes.com/2010/11/05/opinion/poems-for-fall.html


At first it was magical!
Sixty plus years of beachcombing in New England had never been like this!

Moon Snails,
abundant large shells were everywhere.

At first it was WOW!
Curiosity, wonder and surprise grew…..

“Look there’s another and another!
There must be hundreds on this stretch of beach!”

At first it was surprising and glorious,
a bounty of large, beautiful shells,

so amazing to see!
 

At first it was enthralling…..
Then it became discomforting……
Deep questions began to arise…..

“Why had I not seen this in my many years of beachcombing?”
“How could this be?  Moon Snails have not been abundant in my experience”

“Is this as just my lucky moment, 
or is it as abnormal as it seems?”

“What has happened to the creatures who inhabit these shells?”
 

At first it was not apparent.
I didn’t see the reality before me.

 
These Moon Snails illustrate Climate Change and warming oceans.

This was a shellfish die-off.
 

At first it wasn’t apparent to me, but with time it became crystal clear.
Moon Snails are dying and their shells are washing up on the beach.

Wonder and surprise gave way to sadness and grief.
Beneath the sadness and grief hope is found.

Hope is energy for good, energy that can be restorative.
 

Might we all regain the “magical wonder of a beachcomber” 
if we respond to the Climate Change Crisis before us?

AT FIRST…
By Andree Grafstein



CREATIVE WAYS
TO PRAY

CW2P HELPED ME 
CLAIM MY HEART SPACE

CW2P IS A GREAT REMINDER THAT
QUIET CONTEMPLATION IS EXTREMELY
POWERFUL AND IMPORTANT TO DEEPEN

A PRAYER EXPERIENCE.

 Through this series, participants will
expand their own prayer life. 
 
In addition, spiritual directors will find
a method of praying they can suggest to
those they companion.  
 
No experience necessary. Come awaken
your inner artist! 

During these sessions, we will hold space for
quiet contemplation, creation and Mystery. 

 
Through the projects we prayerfully create,
we can access the Wisdom that guides us. 

 
Think of CW2P as a window into your soul.  

 
We look forward to hosting you in a

welcoming, open, contemplative
atmosphere so you have the freedom to

create in connection with your Soul.

CW2P meets every second Tuesday of the month.
 
We look forward to being with you on November
12, December 10, and January 14.
 
6:30 to 8:30 in the Anam Cara Room
$20 pre-register, $25 at the door
You can click here to register. 
 

https://spiritlifectr.org/creative-ways-to-pray


When Grief Enters the Room

November 14    9 am - 12 pm

in Anam Cara

The ministry of Spiritual Direction creates a space for our vulnerable journey with the
Divine. When grief enters the room, both the Director and Directee are invited into an
ever-deepening experience of vulnerability as they navigate the mystery of loss. How do
we, as Spiritual Directors, offer a place of healing for those carrying broken hearts? How
does grief guide us all into our own experience of surrender and new life? This morning
of prayer, content and sharing offers suggestions for those ministering as Spiritual
Directors.
 
As a token of our appreciation, this program is free to Spiritual Directors who see clients
at the Center.  
The public is welcome and encouraged to make a donation of $25 at the door.
 
Click here to register.

presented by Lisa Irish, MEd, MA, BCC

https://spiritlifectr.org/lisa-irish-on-grief


Background:  
For the past several years, I have created my own New
Year’s ritual.  In the days leading up to NYE I go through
a three-part reflective process.  First, I take the time to
quiet – take stock of the previous year and offer it
gratitude.  Then, I pause in the in-between space of
another year “completed” and the new year beginning.
Finally, I look ahead to the coming year.  I ask myself
questions – “What am I calling in?  What do I wish to
connect to?  Where do I see myself going this year?”  I
set intentions, lay foundations, plan goals and also dream
a bit. 
 
During this process, I distill a prayer word for the year. 
My December Spiritual Direction visit is spent working
through my selection of prayer-words for the year.  My
Spiritual Companion helps me reflect and refine my list.
After holding the options in prayer, I settle on “The One” =
the prayer word that is most resonant.

Joy Warrior: Going Deeper with an Image

JOY has been my prayer word for 2019.  I choose to move closer to JOY this year.  What does joy even mean?  
Well, for me, it means happiness, bubbly effervescence, belly laughs, smiling.  
When I envision the embodiment of JOY – I also get the sense of radiance and glowing. You, Dear Reader,
probably expected these associations.  
What I did not expect, is that another word came with it.  I did not expect JOY’s companion word – WARRIOR.
(You may recognize my spirit collage of JOY WARRIOR in the collage above.) 
 
So… I’ve been holding JOY WARRIOR in prayer for ten months now.  This is what I’ve been noticing. 
 
On first reaction.  These words seem possibly opposed to each other. Isn’t fighting and war the opposite of
joy? When I gaze at this picture – I can tell clearly that this warrior in Samurai armor.  The warrior is not in a
battle situation – you can observe that from the positioning.  The warrior faces you, the viewer.  As the
observer, you can tell that you are a Familiar – for the warrior allows you to be in close proximity and approach
it in the dark wood.  This warrior is having a peaceful moment of solitude. 
 
Is JOY WARRIOR is welcoming you deeper into the illuminated woods?  Do I have to go into the darkness to
extract the light?  
 
I have been realizing that sometimes JOY is hard won.  It comes from choosing how to live our lives.  It is a
decision.  Sometimes this decision is easy.  And I don’t mean easy by glossing over disappointment, ignoring
the “bad”, or process skipping difficult emotions. I mean the ease that flows and we are naturally present to it. 
Sometimes choosing JOY is fierce and it means saying a strong, sacred, “NO!” to the things that do not
harmonize with the Wisest Self.  At first, this can feel negative because we feel we are disappointing someone
or ourselves - but then it may open up to greater possibilities for JOY in the long run.  
 
JOY WARRIOR brings humble wisdom and an open heart.   
JOY is sacred and worth defending and fighting for.  
May we all find ourselves closer to JOY.

by Karrie Kirchner


